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     Focus on what you can control. I limit media intake by watching one 
 news program a day, no more. 

     Do things to please others. I get pleasure from checking on my neighbors
 and helping them cope which is rewarding for both of us. 

     Read a good book. I turn the TV off (occasionally) and enjoy reading 
 something while listening to classical music. Spotify even has what 
 they call “The Most Relaxing Playlist in the World,”spotify.com 

     Take brakes, go for a short stroll.  Go outdoors-soak up the vitamin D. 

     Treat yourself. My go-to treat is to brew a fresh cup of Butter Toffee coffee to 
 enjoy while I do a sketch in my daily journal. 

     Limit exposure to “blue light”.  Computer blue light tends to suppress  
 melatonin, and you need a good sleep every night. 

    Try meditation.  Meditation can be a great way to calm your nerves and lower  
 anxiety. You can use apps like Calm or Happy Not Perfect to guide you.  

     Spend time on hobbies. As artists this should come naturally. My attitude is  
 affected if I go too long without drawing, so I try to do some each day. 

This newsletter is all about creativity, mainly the art created by our members. I so 
enjoy receiving their art to be included in the newsletter, and I know you feel the 
same about seeing their creations and reading their stories.  So, treat yourself, brew 
a special cup of whatever, put on some of your favorite music and escape while  
enjoying this newsletter, and most of all Stay Positive!    Joyce Norfolk           

          *Belinda Botzong’s narrative for her Out the Window entry, although a bit lengthy   
 conveys a strong message about finding the bright spot in things. For this reason,      
 I chose to feature her two-page message and Art Challenge entry on page 3. 

At the five month mark of coping with this pandemic, I feel it appropriate to 
deliver an upbeat message (thus the reason for this colorful page) of being 
strong and staying the course.  I believe that individual strength comes from 
having the right attitude, and being grateful for what I have, and that I want 
for not.  It can be difficult at times to remain grateful, especially when dealing 
with various kinds of loss and an uncertain future. But, I know strength comes 
from maintaining a positive attitude and being thankful for what I have. 

Play Hide ‘n Seek.....The FIRST and FIFTH person to email the location of the 
hidden smiley face to Joyce Norfolk at studiogals@aol.com will win a prize. 

If I feel that my disposition is waning, I remember to remain positive and have 
established a some key ways to put myself back on tract. Here are a few of my 
tips for how to remain strong and positive especially while staying at home: 

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/6gCC8kozvUlLGTzl2YO2MR
http://www.spotify.com
http://www.calm.com/
https://happynotperfect.com/
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    Thanks to all who took up the  “Out the Window “ Art  Challenge   
                which ended on July 14th.  

  Now for the fun part of enjoying and appreciating these amazing works by  
           voting for your favorite entries. 

       Voting for the Artist Challenge - “Out the Window” is now open  
     and ends at midnight, July 30th. 

 

 Each member is encouraged to vote for their FOUR favorite works.       
 Voting more than once for any contestant is not permitted.  

 

 Email the corresponding contestant number for your favorite four  
 works (found below the artwork) to Joyce Norfolk at studiogals@aol.com.   

 

 The top FOUR prize winners will be announced via the August newsletter. 

 

 We hope you are enjoying sharing your work by participating 
in the art challenges and are looking forward to the next   
challenge contest in August.   

Your Artist Challenge Team, 

 Beth Roberson     
  Karen VerBurg   
    Celia Clarke 
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Belinda Botzong 

This piece represents my 
experience during the pandemic 
and quarantine caused by Covid-19  

Unlike the vast majority of people,  
I was not affected by being 
sequestered in my home. I work in 
health care, and while not working 
in the hospital on the “front lines”, 
my position was deemed essential.   

“Shattered: Bright Spot” 

Shattered: There were still people who needed care beyond 
the realm of a Covid-19 infection. There were still people 
who were receiving shattering news. Young ladies finding 
out they had breast cancer and brain tumors. Old people 
with metastasized cancer that had entered their bones. Men 
discovering the heartbreak of prostate cancer. To them 
finding out they had Covid-19 instead would have been a 
blessing, or the least of their worries.  

Bright Spot: I was in my normal routine as far as my work, earning a full pay check until we slowed 
down immensely. Then my paycheck was covered and we were able to manage as normal in my 
household.  I was able to care for people who were so very grateful for my service.  We had so much 
time to spend with patients and there was no complaining about wait times, difficulty of the exam, 
or challenges with getting scheduled.  

Shattered:  We had just returned from a week in Palm Springs when the shut downs happened and 
planned to return again the following month. Those plans had to be canceled and we moved them 
out to next week. They may be shattered again. This has been a difficult winter/spring/early 
summer for my husband who suffers with Seasonal Affective Disorder.  Finding sunshine is one of 
his deepest needs. 

Bright Spot:  My family isn’t very sociable so we did not suffer through the loss of social interaction. 
My son, who lives with us, was at a healthy time mentally after three years of struggling. He has 
handled this time with strength. He started walking more, riding his bicycle for the first time in 
years, and stayed in touch with friends on Zoom and daily texting, though they missed their 
brotherly trips to the comedy clubs, dinner out, and just hanging out. My newly retired husband 
was already settling into a home-based routine. I offered him projects to work on for my art 
framing, building crates, and other “honey-do’s”. He tried that and embraced the process, buying 
new saws and creating a workspace in the garage.  

Shattered:  My drop-in studio classes had just started in January and I had been building up a good 
following. The local Art Walk was the highlight of the month for the studio where people could 
come and see my latest projects and hear about the workshops and opportunities to create with me.  
Suddenly those classes were shut down and the Art Walks were cancelled.  

 

Artist Challenge Out the Window  
Belinda Botzong 
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Bright Spot:  I would go to my studio every day after abbreviated schedules at my  job. The first trip 
downtown was so interesting. There was no one, and I mean no one, anywhere to be seen in 
downtown Bellingham. It was a literal ghost town. I had the entire building to myself and it was so 
peaceful. I cleaned, reorganized, and settled in for months of solo projects. I was inspired to try 
creating more, and to make self-care products.  I spent countless hours making collages, whipping up 
lotions, and pouring candles. I sold some equipment that I didn’t find joyful. I got a printer and 
started making greeting cards. I worked on my Etsy Shop. It has been an introverts dream, a true     
big shiny bright spot. I added face masks to my Etsy store and my sales have been really good.   

I saw a load of tempered glass for sale online and went to pick up 65 
pieces of it for whatever may come to mind. I had a vision of shattering 
some of it to use in upcoming projects. Have you ever tried to shatter 
tempered glass? I brought a few pieces into the studio and wrapped 
one in canvas and tried with all my might to hammer it to pieces.   
Nothing happened. A few days later I went to get something out of my 
trunk where the pile was sitting, and lo and behold… one had shattered 
all on its own! (pictured right) 

My dream had come true. I just had to figure out how to get it out of 
the trunk without causing a ruckus. I had been trying different 
products like polyacrylics, acrylic pour, and polyurethane to create 
art pieces with the glass and pressed flowers. So I slid the broken 
pieces onto another full sheet of glass and poured polyurethane over 
it to create this fractured piece (bottom right), leaving a space for a 
pressed yellow gerbera daisy to create the bright spot. It became the 
piece for the artist challenge for our local art guild. We were to come 
up with something that represented what we have seen “Out the 
Window” during the time of being quarantined.  

So many people never left their home even once for weeks on end. I cannot 
imagine how shattered their lives have been. For many, the pandemic of fear 
of the virus has been far worse than the virus itself even. Living in fear 
shatters hope, dreams, aspirations, and ideas. Some were paralyzed by this 
fear and a new layer of mental health issues have been poured out on a portion 
of people who were already teetering on the edges 

From this- 

To this. 

No matter what you’ve seen or experienced in any part of life, always look for the bright spot. There 
are lives shattering around us. Be the bright spot. Even when those clouds fill our skies and the rains 
pour endlessly gray, it always ends with a bright spot. When mental health fails us and we are pressed 
until we shatter from the loss, grief, and overwhelming pressures, we must find the bright spot.  
Whether it is in a baby’s laugh, a psalm, a song, a wish or a touch, God always provides a bright spot.  
Sometimes we have to look hard, dig deep, hold on tight, or ask for help finding it.      

          But it is always there—Beauty from the shatter.  

Belinda Botzong 
Artist Challenge Out the Window  
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Arlene Mortimer 

Artist Challenge Out the Window  

“Rubber Ducky” 

Looking back to the beginning of the “Stay at Home" period, I realized that my art 
has played a big part in my sanity, and has entertained me more than I thought. One 
of the things I have missed most is the weekly plein air group outings.  So, on a 
sunny day, I ventured to the Fairhaven harbor and found this little sail boat parked 
outside the fence at CBC - quite isolated like me, but it’s name “Rubber Ducky” gave 
me the smile of my day. 
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June Kiefer 

Artist Challenge Out the Window  

Looking out my window I see sailboats on Lake Whatcom. I see the first sailboat taking 
the lead to the lake while the others follow along. Five or six make their way across the 
bay tacking back and forth to catch the wind. A few are left behind to catch up at times. 
They all are uniform in type of sailboat, except for one red catamaran which joins the 
class as they all enter into a little regatta. This happens all through the summer on 
Thursday evening out of my window.  

“Regatta” 
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Susan Cheshire 

Artist Challenge Out the Window  

“Who is Watching Whom” 

I generally love bright primary colors, but since moving to Sudden Valley I see these 
beautiful trees out my window. I am beginning to use more natural paint colors and I 
love the way the light changes their trunk color, sometimes to black. 
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Anita Thompson 

Artist Challenge Out the Window  

I spend a lot of time in my backyard and garden area.  I made several sketches of the 
berry bushes, hedge and the magnolia tree, and then combined them into one 
drawing and made up new colors. I used watercolor, gouache, charcoal and ink to 
come up with the abstract scene.  

 "Magnolia in Bloom”  
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I can see this rose climbing up the side of my garage when I look out of my 
window. It brings me joy. 

“Pretty Red Roses” 

Celia Clarke 

Artist Challenge Out the Window  
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Who would know that a wild jungle grows in a marsh area near Bakerview and 
Meridian in Bellingham?  My 4th floor condo looks out on this view of trees, and on 
a clear day also the top of Mt. Baker. I set up my easel in the living room, and after 
mixing a variety of greens I loosely (my style) painted what I saw using wet on wet 
and let the water do the work  

“50 Shades of Green” 

Phyllis Smith 

Artist Challenge Out the Window  
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This is Jack. Jack came up to my window one fine spring day when the heather was in 
bloom. I have lots of bunnies running around my property, but I've never seen a Jack 
Rabbit in my garden before. Jack was having a lovely time just nibbling away at the 
heather and enjoying himself in my newly planted garden. I enjoy working in my 
studio and watching the plants and wildlife as the days go by. I'm so fortunate to have 
such a peaceful view. It has made this quarantine time much more tolerable.  
         Jack was certainly one of the highlights. 

“Jack” 

Carol Ann Anderson 

Artist Challenge Out the Window  
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“Flowering Flame” 

Alaya Rosseau 

Artist Challenge Out the Window  

Flowering Flame               

digging up                  
2 in 1                            
star has 5 points     
this i 8.                     

 

web spinning                  
crying                      
from lockdown to unlock 
eye the key.                  

 

alone and together       
alive for you                        
a rising sun. 
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Debbie LaBounty 

Artist Challenge Out the Window  

“Aerie View” 

“Since the Governor's Stay at Home order, I've spent more time indoors. Many of 
my landscapes are of natural looking trees and mountains superimposed over 
abstract backgrounds.  In this piece, I had some fun creating a vibrant dreamscape 
of forms and colors not typical in "real life."  This painting is a look out the window 
of my mind, toward a fantastical view of an imagined world. 
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“Little Hummer” 

Beth Roberson 

Artist Challenge Out the Window  

Did you know that hummingbirds are the only bird that can fly backwards and upside 
down? Some migrate 3,000 miles in the spring and reach flying speeds of 45 mph in 
dives? I have gotten great joy out of attracting and observing them out my window this 
spring. Painting them is indeed an ongoing challenge! 
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Artist Challenge Out the Window  

Suzanne Perlmutter 

When one door closes, a window opens. That’s how I felt this past 
winter, when the newsreels sent everyone home, to be—just be, and 
the view out my window became a world unto itself. At first I felt 
isolated, yet I felt comfort, like when the world stops when there’s a 
“snow day” and life becomes quiet, and there’s time to just enjoy 
simple things.  

As life would have it, I live in Andalusia, Spain and have made it 
my mission to study Spanish, and write stories that are whimsical in 
both English and Spanish. To me, being multi-lingual is the same as 
being multi-national, for it opens doors to ideas, customs, and most 
importantly, friendships. So, I started to gaze deep out my window, 
and day by day I started to notice my neighbors ascending to the 
rooftops with their children and laundry in tow. I then realized 
there was a community that I had never really seen before.  

The view from the rooftops offered the bones, and basic sketches I used to developed the 
storyline of Oscar & Gisela. The story is about a young girl and a talking carrot in her garden 
she named Oscar. The magic of the moment in this short story where the characters come to 
meet on the rooftop, is also a time of extreme waiting-no different than the last three months.  

From the artist:  Oscar & Gisela holds an element of surprise—for yes, the door has closed and the 
picture becomes clear when we go to the rooftop! The challenge of these characters was “what is 
this time asking of us”?  Of course, Oscar has something to say about all this, if we could only 
leave him alone long enough so he will talk. The challenge is-will we listen? And if we do, will we 
find our voice? And if we do, we need to remember to take the time to share with our children!  

“Oscar & Gisela “ 
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Contestant  #1   

Contestant  #3   

Contestant  #2  

Contestant  #4   

Vote by emailing the contestant number of your top four favorites to Joyce Norfolk 

at  studiogals@aol.com.  Voting ends at midnight July 30th. 
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Contestant  #7   

   

Contestant  #5   

Contestant  #6   

Contestant  #8   
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Contestant  #9   Contestant  #10     

Contestant  #12  Contestant  #11  
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Arlene Mortimer and Rick Bulman were the top two vote-getters of the previous Artist 
Challenge -“Self Portrait”. They are shown below posing with their prize-winning pieces 
which will be on display through September.   

         1st Place    
 Arlene with her self portrait at Banner Bank.  

             2nd Place    
 Rick with his self portrait at the Colophon Café.  
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Name The Artist Quiz—  

Pam Pontious won the “Guess the Artist” quiz in the July 
1st newsletter. The correct answer was Georgia O’Keeffe.  

Pam  with her prize; a nice 
music CD by Kathryn Kaye  
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Artist of the Week 
 

     ARTIST OF THE WEEK                               
 July 5-12 

                  Videos featuring both his art and music are available for viewing at:  
                    http://www.youtube.com/user/WizardAzanon  

 Correction to Artist of the Week-June 28-July 5 Brad Bell. 
 The proper spelling of Brad’s last name is BELL vs Belle. 

Jeffery is a self-taught digital artist. His work is inspired by 
metaphysical concepts and experiences, using sacred 
geometry along with vibrant colors to evoke a sense of 
magical wonder. He is compelled by the exploratory realm 
of art to open space for cosmic states of consciousness.  

                 Brad Bell       
            ARTIST OF THE WEEK                                 
     June 28 - July 5 

Wizard Azanon  

  Jeffery St. Rose        

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fuser%2FWizardAzanon%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR09lDKklNJsBnaa_TFN9Avf6cQ2aAaC6rUIcXYPRFHpJ4rb_OJG6LQ6vws&h=AT15e8NfZ8N7VBtBGbj2uyTo0pecqrQB9L8TT2g9F_sl2tzCli99s9ERaXLnRjP5a_0QyuZmN1BffvPfjNGb9ozb5LEZi8WFQ3eqt
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fuser%2FWizardAzanon%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3hxDrPoOFMbHRkMBiaxy6uW0ofrJG_S9caOmvCk9jIePSlMr0WL7g5EYk&h=AT15e8NfZ8N7VBtBGbj2uyTo0pecqrQB9L8TT2g9F_sl2tzCli99s9ERaXLnRjP5a_0QyuZmN1BffvPfjNGb9ozb5LEZi8WFQ3eqt
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   -30-                 
  Seylah 


